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“A wonderful, concise encyclopedia of ADR wisdom essential to all— 
private parties, public parties, advocates, and neutrals.” 

—Benjamin R. Civiletti, chairman, Venable, LLP; 
former Attorney General of the United States 

“At last lawyers and clients have a book that comprehensively de-
scribes how ADR might be used effectively in disputes with the 
United States Government. Senger’s sage advice—if followed—will 
lead to speedier and fairer outcomes and will save resources for all 
concerned.” —Robert H. Mnookin, Williston Professor of Law; 

chair, Program on Negotiation at Harvard Law School 

“Federal Dispute Resolution is one of those unusual books that offers at 
the same time sound and practical advice for the novice and insight 
for the dispute resolution expert on the unique challenges of dis
putes involving the Federal government. The author’s advice on how 
the lawyer and client should prepare for and advocate within medi
ation is likely to become a classic on this topic.” 

—Nancy H. Rogers, dean and Moritz Chair in Alternative 
Dispute Resolution, Ohio State University Moritz College of Law 

“Jeffrey Senger makes a very persuasive case for ADR, especially in 
the context of government contracting, where continuing business 
relationships are critical and government policy encourages its use. 
He has drawn a well-marked roadmap designed to help counsel 
and their business clients drive down litigation costs, save manage
ment time and resources, and preserve key customer relationships 
by using an ADR process to resolve complex commercial and gov
ernment contract disputes.” —Jay B. Stephens, senior vice president 

and general counsel, Raytheon Company 

“Written by an insider, Federal Dispute Resolution is must-reading for 
anyone who has a dispute with the Federal government or wishes to 
play a role in resolving one.” —Linda R. Singer, principal, 

ADR Associates, LLC; president, Center for Dispute Settlement 
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Foreword 

The publication of this book is eloquent testimony to the increas
ing sophistication of the alternative dispute resolution (ADR) field. 
Who would have thought twenty-five years ago that an entire book 
could be devoted to so specific a subject as federal ADR? Yet, stim
ulated by several key federal statutes and executive orders, along 
with extensive implementation at a number of federal agencies, 
the subject has gradually proliferated, so that now a sophisticated 
guide to the field is very much needed. 

Of course, federal ADR is, above all, ADR. Thus, it is not sur
prising—indeed, it is most welcome—that this book deals usefully 
with a number of generic ADR questions, such as matching disputes 
to particular mechanisms and how to prepare for and conduct a 
mediation. These materials should therefore be of interest to any-
one who seeks a form of dispute resolution other than litigation. 

Some of these points raise nice questions for debate. For ex-
ample, the author says that a counterindication for mediation is 
where a party claims not to have sufficient information to assess 
the case’s worth and that therefore more discovery is needed. Oth
ers might argue—and Jeffrey Senger does so in this book—that this 
is a key role for skilled mediators: to examine precisely the asserted 
need for further discovery (that is, to mediate first the need for fur
ther discovery). 

There are, of course, some questions unique to governmental 
ADR. If there is one paramount complaint voiced by individuals who 
are engaged in mediations with the federal government—or indeed 
with any government—it is the maddening difficulty of getting offi
cials with sufficient authority—in law as well as in spirit. Sometimes 
particular statutes or regulations explicitly restrict the settlement au
thority of lower officials. The scope and wisdom of these laws ought 
to be reexamined. But equally exasperating is the tendency of some 
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government officials to pass the buck upstairs and refuse to take re
sponsibility for innovative, creative settlements. This critical ques
tion, discussed in this book, needs continuing attention if federal 
government ADR is to thrive. 

This book is of wide-ranging scope. Senger is to be particularly 
commended for including some important, but not often dealt 
with, topics such as evaluation of programs. Increasingly, in a tight 
economy, legislators and other funders are demanding proof of ef
fectiveness. This suggests the need for careful clarification of goals 
at the outset, plus well-thought-out collection of data in the im
plementation. 

In conclusion, it must be remembered that this is but a first ef
fort on this subject. I hope that some topics (like negotiated regu
lations) that were not addressed in this book for space reasons will 
be added to future editions. 

Cambridge, Massachusetts FRANK E. A. SANDER 

Bussey Professor 
Harvard Law School 
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Preface 

Alternative dispute resolution (ADR) has the potential to change 
fundamentally the way the federal government does business with 
its citizens. People both inside and outside the government have 
found it has substantial advantages over more traditional adver
sarial processes. Participants report that ADR is often quicker and 
cheaper than administrative adjudication and federal litigation. 
Perhaps even more important, people find that ADR gives them 
greater control over how they resolve their disputes, more oppor
tunities to be creative, increased feelings of satisfaction, and im
proved relationships with each other. 

The field has grown dramatically in recent years, creating the 
need for a comprehensive guide to using ADR in matters involv
ing the federal government. This book is designed for those who 
are interested in learning more about how ADR can help parties 
resolve government disputes. It does not require special knowledge 
of ADR or the law, and it is designed to be useful for both begin
ners and experienced ADR practitioners. It is written for both pub
lic and private sector audiences. Thus, it should be helpful to those 
who have disputes with the government as well as those who rep
resent the government in these matters. Neutrals who participate 
in ADR with the government (or would like to) should find it valu
able. Finally, teachers and students will find materials that can be 
useful in ADR courses. 

Each chapter is self-contained, allowing readers to move through 
the book in any order they wish. Chapter One introduces the sub
ject with a discussion of the benefits of ADR in the government, the 
history of federal dispute resolution, and the laws and regulations 
that govern the field. The next four chapters provide a detailed, 
practical guide to the use of ADR in disputes involving the federal 
government. Chapter Two covers how to select disputes for ADR, 
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discussing those cases where it is most and least effective. It also ad-
dresses the advantages and disadvantages of each of the ADR pro
cesses used in the government. Chapter Three discusses how to 
select the best possible neutrals to lead ADR processes, covering the 
factors to consider in this regard. It also provides a guide to how fed
eral government practitioners select and hire neutrals. Chapter Four 
provides a step-by-step description of how to prepare for ADR. It cov
ers considerations for both clients and attorneys. Chapter Five ex
plores ideas on how to advocate effectively in ADR. It describes how 
to be persuasive at each stage of the ADR process. 

The second half of the book addresses specific topics of inter
est in the field.1 Chapters Five and Six cover the two types of cases 
where ADR is used most frequently in the government: workplace 
and contracting disputes. These chapters describe the special laws, 
policies, and practices in these areas. Chapter Eight addresses con
fidentiality, a subject of considerable interest and some controversy. 
It describes the law in this area and provides practical advice for 
handling confidentiality concerns. The final two chapters examine 
ADR programs in the government. Chapter Nine addresses design, 
management, and training concerns. It will be useful for those who 
lead ADR programs, as well as those who want to understand how 
ADR programs work in the government. Chapter Ten provides 
guidance on how to evaluate the effectiveness of ADR programs, a 
topic of importance as the field seeks to become even more estab
lished in the government. 

The book also contains six appendixes. Appendix A sets out the 
Administrative Resolution Act of 1996, which calls for federal agen
cies to promote the use of ADR and promulgates laws governing the 
field (this is the amended version of the original act passed in 1990). 
Appendix B is the order from the attorney general that established 
the ADR program at the U.S. Department of Justice. Appendix C 
contains the Alternate Dispute Resolution Act of 1998, which pro
vides for ADR in the federal district courts. Appendix D is the pres
idential order that requires federal agencies to promote the use of 
ADR. Appendix E is a document that gives advice on confidentiality 
in administrative ADR that was drafted by the Federal ADR Council, 
a group of high-level agency officials. Finally, Appendix F is a report 
to the president from the Interagency ADR Working Group that de-
scribes the ADR activities of the federal government. 
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Chapter One

Introduction

Disputes with the federal government may be inevitable, but litiga-
tion is not. Traditional government methods of dispute resolution,
including adversarial processes such as trials, have inherent limita-
tions. They are expensive, sapping resources from both citizens and
their government. These methods are time-consuming, demand-
ing participants’ attention and energy for months and even years.
They often force people who need to work together to engage in
combat instead, driving them further apart rather than bringing
them together. Even when parties prevail in these processes, they
can find the victory has come too late or at too high a price. More-
over, controversy may not end just because one side has won and
the other has lost. Court rulings often fail to resolve the underlying
problems that caused the complaints to be filed in the first place.
It is no wonder that citizens and government officials alike are in-
creasingly searching for other ways to resolve conflict.

Alternative dispute resolution (ADR) often is a better way to
solve problems in a wide variety of government matters.1 In ADR,
the parties meet with a neutral professional who is trained and ex-
perienced in handling disputes. With the guidance of the neutral
party, they talk directly with each other about the problems that
caused the dispute and ideas for resolving their differences. The
neutral party assists them in identifying their underlying interests,
developing creative options for meeting their needs, and crafting
a resolution that will work for the future. Experience has shown
that this approach is frequently quicker, cheaper, and more satis-
fying for everyone involved than adjudication.

1
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These ideas have gained bipartisan support in all branches of the
federal government. The U.S. Congress has noted, “Administrative
proceedings have become increasingly formal, costly, and lengthy re-
sulting in unnecessary expenditures of time and in a decreased like-
lihood of achieving consensual resolution of disputes; [ADR] can
lead to more creative, efficient, and sensible outcomes; . . . the avail-
ability of a wide range of dispute resolution procedures, and an in-
creased understanding of the most effective use of such procedures,
will enhance the operation of the Government and better serve the
public.”2

Former Chief Justice Warren Burger commented, “The notion
that ordinary people want black-robed judges, well dressed lawyers
and fine courtrooms as settings to resolve their disputes is incor-
rect. People with problems, like people with pains, want relief, and
they want it as quickly and inexpensively as possible.”3

Former attorney general Janet Reno has said of ADR, “We have
an extraordinary opportunity. The legal profession has an oppor-
tunity to help bring this Nation together; to build understanding,
rather than to divide it; to build community, rather than to frag-
ment it; to be the peacemaker and the problem solver, as never be-
fore in the history of the profession. . . . In this next millennium
of the practice of law, we may know a more peaceful Nation and a
more peaceful world.”4

Because of ADR’s success, the government’s use of it has grown
greatly. At the Justice Department, for example, parties used ADR
in five hundred cases in 1995. Seven years later, annual ADR use
had grown to close to three thousand cases. The Equal Employ-
ment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) now uses mediation in
about five thousand workplace cases annually, and the U.S. Postal
Service mediates twice that many each year. The Environmental
Protection Agency has eight full-time ADR staff members and pays
private mediators millions of dollars in mediator fees each year. All
told, more than four hundred people now work on ADR full time
in the federal government, and agency ADR programs are funded
by more than $36 million in dedicated budgets.5 The government’s
total commitment to ADR is even higher than these figures. Many
agencies operate programs that are funded from other budgetary
sources and staffed by employees who have part-time ADR respon-
sibilities in addition to other duties.6

2 FEDERAL DISPUTE RESOLUTION
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Benefits of ADR
The government and private parties have found many benefits
from the use of ADR. Among them are time savings, money sav-
ings, greater predictability and self-determination, greater creativ-
ity, improved relationships, and increased satisfaction. 

Time Savings
One of the greatest problems with traditional federal government
dispute resolution is delay, much of it caused by an explosion of com-
plaint filings. In U.S. district courts nationwide, annual filings of new
cases have increased from about 35,000 to more than 250,000 over
the past sixty years—that is, by a factor of seven times—while U.S.
population during this period only doubled. At the appellate level,
annual case filings grew from 2,800 to more than 57,000 over the
past fifty years, a twenty-fold increase.7

This huge growth in litigation has had a major impact on the
way the government operates, because the United States and its
agencies are parties in nearly one-third of all federal district court
civil cases.8 The government simply does not have the resources to
take all of these cases to trial. Indeed, less than 2 percent of fed-
eral lawsuits where the government is a party go to trial.9 Given this
reality, “alternative” dispute resolution in the government is actu-
ally trial adjudication, because trials are so rare.

The situation is similar in the administrative arena. Federal ad-
ministrative equal employment opportunity (EEO) complaints rose
by more than 50 percent over a recent eight-year period.10 Over
about the past ten years, agency EEO case backlogs have doubled,
hearing backlogs at the EEOC have tripled, and appellate backlogs
have increased sevenfold.11

ADR reduces these delays by sidestepping the adjudicative pro-
cess and its backlogs. For example, in workplace cases involving the
Office of Special Counsel, ADR resolved complaints in an average
of 115 days, while the traditional adjudicatory process required an
average of 465 days.12 In disputes with the Federal Aviation Admin-
istration, parties using ADR resolved bid protests in an average of
25 days, while those seeking a final agency decision typically waited
61 days.13 In federal court civil cases (mostly torts and employment

INTRODUCTION 3
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discrimination actions), Justice Department attorneys estimated
time savings averaging six months per case where ADR was used.14

At the Department of the Air Force, the amount of time required
to process an Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals contract
case dropped by 50 percent after the agency began using an ADR
program.15

ADR processes require less time from participants than litiga-
tion, which demands many hours for preparation and adversarial
proceedings. For example, Justice Department lawyers estimated
that using ADR saved 89 hours of staff and attorney time on aver-
age in each case.16 Similarly, at the administrative level, the Office
of Special Counsel found that the average workplace case using
ADR required 24 hours of agency staff time; in contrast, the aver-
age case that did not use ADR required 260 hours.17

Money Savings
ADR also saves money for parties involved in federal government dis-
putes. First, the time savings already described directly correlate with
money savings. When private parties and government officials resolve
disputes more quickly, they can spend the time they save on other
important matters. Quicker settlements can result in lower attorney
fees for private parties. When more cases settle, the government saves
money as well because fewer courtrooms, judges, administrative hear-
ing officers, docket clerks, and the like are required.

Adjudication is expensive. Estimates of the administrative costs
for processing an EEO case range from $5,000 for an informal dis-
pute to up to $77,000 for a formal dispute that goes all the way
through to an appeal.18 Federal employees contact an EEO coun-
selor about fifty thousand times a year, so these expenses are sub-
stantial.19 In many types of litigation, both the government and
private parties must pay for deposition transcripts, expert witness
consultations, expert testimony, travel costs, and other expenses.

Use of ADR can reduce these costs by resolving matters without
the need for adjudication. Justice Department attorneys estimated
that ADR saved an average of $10,700 in litigation expenses in each
case.20 The Office of Special Counsel estimated an average cost of
$1,000 to process a case where ADR is used, compared with an aver-
age cost of $10,500 for a case that does not go to ADR.21 The U.S. Air

4 FEDERAL DISPUTE RESOLUTION
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Force examined travel and staff costs for base engineers, inspectors,
contracting officers, pricers, auditors, and experts, and determined
that ADR saved $40,000 per case for contract cases involving less than
$1 million and $250,000 for cases over $1 million.22

Greater Predictability and Self-Determination
ADR benefits parties because it allows them to decide how to re-
solve their dispute. The only way a case will settle in a voluntary
ADR process is if both parties agree to an outcome they created
themselves. In contrast, parties relinquish this control whenever
they turn their case over to a judge or jury. Once a court process
begins, the results are unpredictable.

Adjudication can be surprisingly uncertain. In one study of civil
cases, judges who had presided over jury trials were asked whether
they would have ruled the same way the jury did. These judges had
heard the same witnesses the jury had, seen the same evidence,
and listened to the same arguments from counsel. Nonetheless,
the judges disagreed with the jury verdicts in half of the cases.23

One possible reason for this unpredictability, revealed in the study,
is that jurors appear not always to understand the law. For exam-
ple, they were asked at the end of trial what the burden of proof
was for the civil plaintiff. These jurors had listened to lawyers for
both sides discuss the burden of proof, and they had listened to
the judge’s instructions that the burden in civil cases requires the
plaintiffs to tip the scales of evidence only slightly in their favor.
Nonetheless, 38 percent of these jurors stated that the plaintiffs’
burden was to prove their case beyond a reasonable doubt.24

Many individuals who have important government cases do not
want to hand over control of their dispute to such unpredictable
outside parties. ADR gives them the opportunity to resolve their
conflict on terms they choose for themselves.

Greater Creativity
Courts are limited in the relief they can award. In many disputes,
a court can offer a party only money. When plaintiffs can get only
money from a case, they simply ask for as much as possible, and
more creative options are not explored. In contrast, the parties in

INTRODUCTION 5
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ADR are not constrained by the need to put a monetary value on
every situation, so they have the freedom to fashion their own so-
lutions. Furthermore, they understand their needs better than any-
one else, and they know what would satisfy them best. They are free
to develop options that may be worth much more to one party
than they cost the other to provide. Sometimes they even create
solutions that make both parties better off.

Improved Relationships
Litigation destroys relationships. The litigation process forces peo-
ple to attack each other’s positions and prove that they are right
and the other side is wrong. It is no wonder that almost all parties
leave trials with negative feelings toward each other.

In many government cases, this result is particularly harmful.
For example, because more people work for the government by far
than any other employer in the country, there are a large number
of government workplace disputes. Parties to these disputes often
must continue to work together while their complaints are pro-
cessed, a situation that creates awkwardness and tension that can
make the workplace very uncomfortable. Many times, others in the
office are affected as well. People often choose up sides in a dispute,
and entire workplaces can be infected by a single conflict.

ADR allows parties to preserve their relationships by working
together to resolve their disputes. The process fosters a collabora-
tive atmosphere because the goal is agreement, not victory or de-
feat. Many times, parties find that participation in ADR is the start
of a significant improvement in their relationship.25

Research has shown long-lasting relationship improvements as
a result of ADR. At the U.S. Postal Service, for example, ADR ap-
pears to have helped employees and managers understand each
other better. In the first full year after ADR was introduced at the
agency, the number of new formal workplace complaints dropped
by 24 percent from the previous year.26 Complaints continued to
drop during the following year by an additional 20 percent.27 The
agency believes this decline is due to increased communication be-
tween employees and supervisors as a result of ADR. Similarly, dur-
ing a three-year period at the U.S. Air Force, the number of EEO

6 FEDERAL DISPUTE RESOLUTION
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complaints that were mediated increased by 36 percent, and the
number of total complaints dropped by 39 percent.28

Increased Satisfaction
Parties find ADR to be a more satisfying process than litigation,
which silences the parties with rigid processes that require their at-
torneys to take the lead. ADR, in contrast, gives the parties a voice
in resolving their own disputes. Litigation forces parties into com-
bat with each other, while ADR allows them to work collaboratively.
Not surprisingly, it is the dispute resolution method parties prefer.

For example, the U.S. Postal Service has conducted satisfaction
studies of tens of thousands of ADR participants. Close to 90 percent
of these parties reported that they were highly satisfied or satisfied
with their experience in ADR.29 Both employees and managers were
equally satisfied.30 In contrast, parties who participated in adjudica-
tion in comparable cases reported satisfaction levels of about 45 per-
cent.31 Similarly, the EEOC found that more than 90 percent of
parties who used ADR said they would do so again.32

Examples of Successful ADR
Several examples will show the wide range of government cases where
ADR has been successful. One of the most important cases in which
ADR was used is the Microsoft litigation. The Justice Department and
a number of states sued the software maker in 1998 for alleged vio-
lations of antitrust laws. This case demanded enormous resources
from all sides. A dozen Justice Department attorneys worked on the
case full time, joined by another dozen who worked on the matter
part time. Microsoft was represented by as many lawyers or more.
Many lawyers from state attorney generals’ offices also participated.
All sides litigated the case through a trial, an unsuccessful attempt
by a judge to settle the matter, and an appeal to the appellate court.
After all of this work, the parties appeared to be little closer to reach-
ing an agreement than when the lawsuit began three and a half years
earlier.

At this point, the parties proceeded to mediation led by an ex-
perienced private mediator. All sides worked together under the

INTRODUCTION 7
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guidance of the mediator to explore possible settlement options.
After about two weeks, they emerged with a settlement resolving
the Justice Department’s claim in the case (although some states
objected), which the judge approved.

Without mediation, the parties might have proceeded to yet an-
other trial, which probably would have led to another appeal, and
an appeal to the Supreme Court after that. All sides would have
continued to expend tremendous resources, the country’s com-
puter industry would have continued to operate under uncertainty,
and it is possible we still would not have a decision to this day.

Another example of successful ADR took place in Cincinnati
after a police officer shot and killed an unarmed nineteen-year-old
African American man in 2001. Following the shooting, the city
erupted in violence. Protestors set fires, looted stores, and pulled
motorists from their cars to assault them.33 After police had ar-
rested dozens of people and the fire department had made more
than fifty runs, the mayor instituted a dusk-to-dawn curfew and
called in more than one hundred Ohio State Highway Patrol offi-
cers wearing riot gear. Community groups filed a lawsuit alleging
discriminatory law enforcement by the Cincinnati police depart-
ment, and the federal government began an investigation of a pos-
sible pattern or practice of civil rights violations.

All sides were concerned that a court battle would not solve
these problems. No matter which side prevailed, anger and unrest
in Cincinnati would likely continue. Instead, the parties decided to
turn to mediation to foster increased communication among the
people in the city. The mediator met with representatives of the po-
lice, civil rights groups, and other community members many times
over a period of months. The parties discussed what had happened
and how they wanted to move forward. At the end of the process,
they agreed to a settlement designed to help reach the goals every-
one shared: improving the quality of police services and rebuilding
trust among all the members of the community. Although these
problems are not easy to solve, most people agree that ADR has
been a better way to work on them than litigation would be.

The U.S. Air Force has had tremendous success with ADR in
resolving government contract controversies. One dispute with
Boeing had been pending for more than ten years before ADR was
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used. The parties had attempted to negotiate a settlement on their
own during this time but were unable to do so. The claim involved
$785 million, and the interest charges also grew by thousands of
dollars every day the dispute continued. ADR was successful in set-
tling the case.34 The air force also used ADR to settle a contract
claim against the Northrop Grumman Corporation involving $195
million.35 Continuing to litigate either of these matters would have
been extremely expensive for all parties and would have had un-
predictable results. Litigation also could have damaged the gov-
ernment’s relationship with some of its most important military
suppliers. Following the air force’s success with ADR in these mat-
ters, the secretary of the air force issued an order creating an offi-
cial policy to use ADR “to the maximum extent practicable.”36

ADR is successful in lower-profile matters as well. For example,
ADR helped resolve a suit filed by the family of a veteran who had
died during surgery at a government hospital. A court would have
been able to award only money, but the family members were not
motivated solely, or even primarily, by money. During mediation,
the parties arrived at a unique agreement: the government pur-
chased a tree and a brass plaque to honor the veteran who had
died. The tree was planted on the hospital grounds as a memorial
in a ceremony attended by the family, the lawyer for the govern-
ment, and the hospital director. The monetary portion of the claim
was then settled for a relatively modest amount.

The plaintiffs were pleased with the settlement that they and the
government had created together. More than just money, they were
seeking closure to the situation, as well as an acknowledgment from
the hospital of what had happened to their father. Furthermore,
every time the hospital director and other doctors walk by this tree,
they are reminded of the importance of being careful in what they
do, which may reduce the likelihood of a similar tragic event.

Barriers to Federal ADR
There are unique considerations in the federal government that can
make ADR use more difficult. First, some government cases involve
principles that are not subject to compromise. While private enti-
ties are free to settle disputes in whatever manner they choose, the
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government does not always have that luxury. When enforcing the
law, the government cannot concede certain principles even when
that would make a matter easier to resolve.37

Similarly, because the government is a public entity, it has a spe-
cial duty to ensure that it makes decisions uniformly. This can make
it more difficult to settle disputes on a case-by-case basis using ADR.
While private parties can resolve complaints in different ways de-
pending on the circumstances, the government has a responsibil-
ity to be consistent, and this can limit its flexibility in ADR processes.

Because the government is involved in so many disputes, it can-
not afford to settle some claims the way private entities can. For ex-
ample, private companies often pay small amounts of money to
settle nuisance lawsuits that have little or no merit. The govern-
ment has limited ability to do this, because it might be faced with
thousands of copycat lawsuits were it to adopt a policy of making
payments for frivolous claims.

The size and hierarchical structure of the government can make
it difficult for officials with settlement authority to participate in ADR.
Because agency officials with full settlement authority often must su-
pervise hundreds of cases, they typically cannot participate in every
ADR session. This can be a disadvantage for the government, be-
cause ADR is more effective when the people negotiating have the
power to reach a final agreement. Fortunately, mechanisms exist to
overcome this barrier, as discussed in Chapter Five of this book.

There also can be a conflict between the public’s right to know
about the activities of its government and the importance of confi-
dentiality in ADR. As a general matter, citizens have an interest in
understanding how the government transacts business, including
how it settles cases. However, the ADR process is more effective
when both sides can speak candidly about their goals for settlement,
without having to be concerned that what they say will become pub-
lic. When ADR involves private parties, they almost always agree to
complete confidentiality. When the government is involved, how-
ever, these competing interests can require compromises. (Confi-
dentiality is discussed in detail in Chapter Eight.)

While these barriers can make ADR use more difficult when the
government is involved, they usually do not present insurmount-
able problems. The advantages of ADR have led parties to find ways
to work around these issues.
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Federal ADR Laws and Regulations
Congressional statutes, presidential orders, and agency regulations
have helped increase the use of ADR in the government as well as
guide its development. The origins of federal ADR can be traced to
the late nineteenth century. The use of ADR has expanded consid-
erably since then, with the greatest changes starting around 1990.

Historical Background 
Mediation by respected community leaders and elders has been
used in societies throughout history and existed in the United
States among immigrant and religious groups as early as colonial
New England.38 Within the federal government, ADR began in the
late nineteenth century. The Act of 1888 created the first federal
ADR program: voluntary boards of arbitration that resolved con-
troversies between railroads and their unions to avoid disrupting
transportation.39 Ten years later, Congress passed the Erdman Act,
providing for mediation for these disputes.40

The first federal mediation agencies began in the early twenti-
eth century. The Newlands Act in 1913 established the Board of Me-
diation and Conciliation to handle railroad labor disputes.41 (This is
the predecessor agency to the current National Mediation Board.42)
That same year, Congress created the U.S. Conciliation Service as
part of the new Department of Labor to offer mediation and con-
ciliation in labor disputes.43 (This agency now exists as the Federal
Mediation and Conciliation Service.44)

The next phase of government ADR involved its application to
disputes beyond the labor area. The Federal Arbitration Act, passed
in 1925, declared a national policy favoring arbitration, establishing
this ADR process in the commercial arena.45 In 1937, the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure authorized judges to conduct settlement
conferences in all federal civil lawsuits.46 The Administrative Proce-
dure Act in 1946 created agency administrative processes that can
resolve certain cases without the need for federal court litigation.47

The Civil Rights Act of 1964 created the Community Relations Ser-
vice of the Justice Department to help facilitate the resolution of
community conflicts caused by differences in race, color, and na-
tional origin.48
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The Pound Conference held in 1976 had an important effect
on the development of ADR in the government. At this meeting of
250 judges, lawyers, court administrators, law professors, and oth-
ers, Harvard Law School professor Frank Sander described a vision
of a courthouse as a “Dispute Resolution Center.”49 In this image of
a multidoor courthouse, a screening clerk would channel litigants
in one of six directions, comprising “a diverse panoply of dispute
resolution processes.”50 Sander issued a call to “reserve the courts
for those activities for which they are best suited and to avoid
swamping and paralyzing them with cases that do not require their
unique abilities.”51

As a result of the Pound Conference, Attorney General Griffin
Bell commented, “Traditional procedures of the courts are gen-
erally too slow and costly to be useful in resolving relatively minor
disputes. . . . The adversary process is not always the best mecha-
nism for resolving such disputes.”52 Putting these ideas into action,
Bell funded the first neighborhood justice centers to provide for
ADR on the community level.53

At around the same time, Congress encouraged federal agen-
cies to use mediation, conciliation, and arbitration to resolve federal
employee workplace disputes by passing the Civil Service Reform Act
of 1978.54 Two years later, the Dispute Resolution Act of 1980 en-
couraged state and local government to experiment with ADR (al-
though it provided no money for this purpose).55 By this point, ADR
was being used to resolve a wide range of disputes at federal agen-
cies from the Army Corps of Engineers to the Federal Deposit In-
surance Corporation.

Recent Congressional Legislation
ADR in the federal government took a major step forward starting
in the 1990s. The Civil Justice Reform Act of 1990 called for the ju-
dicial branch to create plans to reduce cost and delay in civil litiga-
tion, explicitly mentioning ADR as a case management principle.56

In recommending the legislation, the Senate Judiciary Committee
commented, “The last 15 years have witnessed the burgeoning use
of dispute resolution techniques other than formal adjudication by
courts. . . . While the data is not yet complete, studies of various
ADR programs have shown generally favorable results. . . . As the
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Federal Courts Study Committee concluded, “Experience to date
provides solid justification for allowing individual federal courts to
institute ADR techniques in ways that best suit the preferences of
bench, bar and interested public.”57

The Administrative Dispute Resolution Act (see Appendix A,
the amended version of this act), also passed in 1990, was watershed
legislation for ADR programs in the federal executive branch.58 The
introductory language for this act shows Congress believed the time
had come for the government to embrace ADR:

Administrative proceedings have become increasingly formal, costly,
and lengthy resulting in unnecessary expenditures of time and in 
a decreased likelihood of achieving consensual resolution of dis-
putes; . . . alternative means of dispute resolution have been used in
the private sector for many years and, in appropriate circumstances,
have yielded decisions that are faster, less expensive, and less con-
tentious; . . . such alternative means can lead to more creative, effi-
cient, and sensible outcomes; . . . Federal agencies may not only
receive the benefit of techniques that were developed in the private
sector, but may also take the lead in the further development and
refinement of such techniques; and . . . the availability of a wide
range of dispute resolution procedures, and an increased under-
standing of the most effective use of such procedures, will enhance
the operation of the Government and better serve the public.59

This act has a number of key provisions. First, it requires each
agency to adopt an ADR policy for its formal and informal adjudi-
cations, rulemakings, enforcement actions, permit decisions, con-
tract administration, litigation, and other actions.60 This language is
comprehensive, covering much of what agencies do.

Second, each agency must designate a senior official to be its dis-
pute resolution specialist, with responsibility to implement the act
and the agency’s ADR policy.61 Some agencies have appointed senior
career officials to serve in this function, and others have chosen pres-
identially appointed, Senate-confirmed political officials.

Third, each agency is required to provide regular training on
the practice of negotiation, mediation, arbitration, and related
techniques.62 The agency dispute resolution specialist is charged
with periodically recommending to the agency head which em-
ployees would benefit from this training.63
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Fourth, each agency must review each of its contracts, grants,
and related agreements and consider amending them to authorize
and encourage the use of ADR.64 This review process is designed
to cover the full range of the agency’s contractual activities with
the public.

The act did have several limitations. Although it authorized ar-
bitration, the government was permitted to withdraw from any arbi-
tration award within thirty days.65 In this sense, government binding
arbitration was binding only on private parties, who were under-
standably reluctant to use it. Furthermore, the law provided no ex-
ception to the Freedom of Information Act, which allows public
access to government documents.66 This limited the confidentiality
of the process. Finally, Congress made the law an experiment, setting
it to expire after five years.

In 1996, Congress reenacted the law and removed these restric-
tions.67 The government can no longer back out of an arbitration
award.68 There is now an exemption from the Freedom of Infor-
mation Act that generally provides for confidentiality of ADR doc-
uments exchanged between a party and a neutral.69 Finally, the law
is now permanent, with no expiration date.

Congress passed legislation requiring the federal courts to im-
plement ADR programs two years later. The introduction to the Al-
ternative Dispute Resolution Act of 1998 (see Appendix C) notes
how ADR can be valuable in the court setting: “[ADR] has the po-
tential to provide a variety of benefits, including greater satisfac-
tion of the parties, innovative methods of resolving disputes, and
greater efficiency in achieving settlements; . . . [ADR] may have po-
tential to reduce the large backlog of cases now pending in some
Federal courts throughout the United States, thereby allowing the
courts to process their remaining cases more efficiently.”70

This act requires each district court to “devise and implement
its own alternative dispute resolution program,” “encourage and pro-
mote the use of alternative dispute resolution in its district,” “require
that litigants in all civil cases consider the use of an alternative dis-
pute resolution process at an appropriate stage in the litigation,” and
“provide litigants in all civil cases with at least one alternative dispute
resolution process.”71 Courts can require that parties participate in
mediation and early neutral evaluation (although they cannot order
parties to use arbitration). Congress has not allocated additional
funds to the courts to implement this act, however.
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Recent Executive Branch Orders
Several presidents have issued orders requiring the federal govern-
ment to increase its use of ADR. In 1991, President George H. W.
Bush promulgated an executive order calling for training of gov-
ernment attorneys in ADR, noting that ADR can “contribute to the
prompt, fair, and efficient resolution of claims.”72 However, this order
included a caveat: “Whenever feasible, claims should be resolved
through informal discussions, negotiations, and settlements rather
than through utilization of any formal or structured Alternative Dis-
pute Resolution (ADR) process.”73

President Bill Clinton removed this caveat and endorsed ADR
even more strongly in a 1996 executive order: “Where the benefits
of Alternative Dispute Resolution (‘ADR’) may be derived, and
after consultation with the agency referring the matter, litigation
counsel should suggest the use of an appropriate ADR technique
to the parties.”74

In 1998, President Clinton issued a presidential memorandum
(see Appendix D) stating, “As part of an effort to make the Federal
Government operate in a more efficient and effective manner, and
to encourage, where possible, consensual resolution of disputes
and issues in controversy involving the United States, including the
prevention and avoidance of disputes, I have determined that each
Federal agency must take steps to . . . promote greater use of me-
diation, arbitration, early neutral evaluation, agency ombuds, and
other alternative dispute resolution techniques.”75

This order created the Interagency ADR Working Group and ap-
pointed the attorney general to act as its chair. The working group
is ordered to “facilitate, encourage, and provide coordination for
agencies in such areas as: 1. development of programs that employ
alternative means of dispute resolution, 2. training of agency per-
sonnel to recognize when and how to use alternative means of dis-
pute resolution, 3. development of procedures that permit agencies
to obtain the services of neutrals on an expedited basis, and 4. rec-
ordkeeping to ascertain the benefits of alternative means of dispute
resolution.”76

This working group began on September 14, 1998, with a meet-
ing hosted by the attorney general and the deputy director for man-
agement at the Office of Management and Budget. More than one
hundred high-level representatives from nearly sixty federal agencies
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attended the meeting. Since that time, the group has hosted train-
ing sessions, meetings, and colloquia on all aspects of ADR. The
group has produced guidance documents in use throughout the fed-
eral government that are available on the following Web site: www.
adr.gov. A steering committee for the group meets monthly and is
composed of ADR leaders from several dozen agencies. (In 2000, the
attorney general presented the president with a report describing
the activities of the working group. See Appendix F.)

At the Justice Department, the attorney general created the Of-
fice of Dispute Resolution to coordinate the use of ADR (see Ap-
pendix B).77 The order establishing the office states, “The purpose
of this order is to promote the broader use of alternative dispute res-
olution (ADR) in appropriate cases to improve access to justice for
all citizens and to lead to more effective resolution of disputes in-
volving the government.” The office develops ADR policies, and it
provides assistance to government attorneys in their use of ADR.

All Justice Department civil litigating divisions and the Executive
Office for United States Attorneys have published statements de-
scribing their policy for the use of ADR, including descriptions of the
cases where it is most and least appropriate.78 The attorney general
wrote in the introduction to this guidance, “Our commitment to
make greater use of ADR is long overdue. Clearly, our federal court
system is in overload. Delays are all too common, depriving the pub-
lic of swift, efficient, and just resolution of disputes. The Department
of Justice is the biggest user of the federal courts and the nation’s
most prolific litigator. Therefore, it is incumbent upon those De-
partment attorneys who handle civil litigation from Washington and
throughout the country to consider alternatives to litigation. . . . If we
are successful, the outcome will benefit litigants by producing better
and quicker results, and will benefit the entire justice system by pre-
serving the scarce resources of the courts for the disputes that only
courts can decide.”79

Conclusion
One of the reasons ADR has been so successful in the U.S. govern-
ment is that it is consistent with the values of the country. One ex-
ample of this is provided by the Seal of the President of the United
States. The seal depicts an eagle grasping an olive branch (symbol-
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izing peace) in its right talons and arrows (symbolizing war) in its
left talons. When the seal was created, the eagle’s head turned to-
ward its left, facing the arrows of war. After World War II, President
Harry Truman issued an executive order requiring that the eagle’s
head be turned to face the olive branch, and it has remained that
way ever since.80 True to this symbol, the United States seeks to set-
tle disputes with its citizens in the most harmonious ways possible,
and ADR is playing an increasingly vital role in fulfilling this vision.
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